Pray for Oral Learning Communities

Millions of people around the world can’t read or write. Some speak languages that have no written form — their knowledge has been handed down orally for centuries. Others have never been able to afford the luxury of an education.

But God’s Word is for everyone, so Biblica and our partner ministries are reaching out through solutions like audio Bibles and Oral Bible Translation (OBT) to be sure they hear God speak to them. Please pray for these important efforts to reach people who are often forgotten!

Ask the Lord to:

- Bless translation teams working in languages with no written form as they internalize God’s Word, record it in their language, and make rigorous accuracy checks. Pray especially for translation team members who are not believers to be transformed by their work.

- Use Oral Bible Translations, which reach communities with little or no Christian presence, to draw whole new people groups to Himself.

- Provide the resources to distribute more simple audio Bible devices — such as solar-powered players — in areas where poverty and unrest have kept people from hearing God speak to them.

- Accelerate the recording of audio Bibles in languages that still need them.

- Open the hearts of millions of oral learners to understand and accept the message of the Gospel when they hear it spoken in the language they dream in.
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